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consultancy had presented an event 
dedicated to mums and marketing, 
the title of which I’ve borrowed for my 
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THIS woman’S work: 
percepTIonS of moTHerHood
portrayals of motherhood in the media run from the cynical to the celebratory. 
In conversation with Kirsty Fuller, ceo of flamingo, Mark St. Andrew learns 
that the marketing industry has some catching up to do in its attitudes.

Within ten minutes of first meeting Kirsty 
Fuller of Flamingo I unwittingly put my foot in 

it, although she is too polite to point it out. From its 
launch 18 years ago, Flamingo has grown into a 
$40m company with an international office network 
and an impressive client list. At the same time Fuller 
has also been busy raising a family, and it is when 
she gives me a her potted biography that I make 
my gaffe. “That must have taken some juggling,” I 
say. It’s really just an acknowledgement of her 
achievements, but without realising it I’ve 
demonstrated entirely what Fuller thinks is wrong 
with the media’s portrayal of motherhood. 

Language of negativity
In Fuller’s opinion, mums are getting short-changed 
by the media. She cites a Rebecca Asher’s recent 
book, Shattered: Modern motherhood and the 
illusion of equality, as a typical example of the 
negative attitudes in media that focus on the 
challenges of being a modern mum. In Fuller’s 
opinion the press is full of negativity around the 
difficulties of being a woman and a mother. 

“There’s this whole language around sacrifice 
drudgery and being invisible, losing self esteem 
and self worth,” says Fuller. “It’s time to have a 
much more positive discourse about what modern 
motherhood is. It isn’t representative of mothers, 
and how mothers feel. Discourse in the UK media 
is overwhelmingly negative. I think it’s written by 
largely by middle class writers who don’t have 
perspective. [As a mother] you’re told it’s all 
dreadful, and you live this self fulfilling prophecy.”  

Community spirit
A few days before our meeting, Flamingo has 
hosted a breakfast event entitled “Mum: A new 
archetype” with Carrie Longton, co-founder 
of Mumsnet. I carefully suggest that forums 
like Mumsnet are part of the problem. Fuller is 
diplomatic in her response. “Mumsnet does live a 
little bit off that type of thinking. One of the most 
popular parts of the site is called Am I Being 

Unreasonable? and there’s a fair bit of venting that 
goes on.”

The effectiveness of Mumsnet as a platform for 
mothers to connect, share and gain a collective 
voice is undoubted. This has also been recognised 
by a number of UK politicians who have gone 
to great lengths to court the group as a way 
to connect with mums across the country. But 
Mumsnet has acquired a reputation for being 
fearsomely critical, and sometimes it appears there 
is more complaining than sharing going on. This 
kind of mob mentality can take hold in any social 
network that is unmoderated or unmediated. This 
makes it difficult, and not a little scary, for brands to 
try and get involved. 

So were mums like this before Mumsnet? “It 
used to happen in school playgrounds ,” says 
Fuller, “but it was limited. You had your ten minutes 
of complaining in the playground with a group of 
other mums, and then you had to go.”

Fuller is quietly concerned that motherhood 
could do with another voice to help balance out 
the perceived militancy of Mumsnet. “In the brand 
world, I’m in the game of winning over hearts and 
minds, rather than legislation and punishment. I 
think there is a way of presenting more positive 
role models than the hard done by ‘chip on the 
shoulder’ image.”

Mumsnet is high profile pareting discussion network. 
It has 1.3 million members.
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Wrong from the start
When looking at attitudes globally, the perception 
of motherhood is much more positive. Fuller: 
“When we’re talking to mothers about motherhood 
globally, they’re smiling. Even in places like São  
Paolo, and these women are commuting an hour 
and half each day to work, and when they’re 
coming back they’re probably still cooking, ironing 
and washing. But the joy of the role of motherhood 
shines through.”

Fuller is adamant that global brands looking to 
engage with mothers shouldn’t use the UK as the 
start point for building global thinking. “There are a 
lot of global teams based in London. It can skew 
your perspective. A lot of the ad agencies and 
creatives work in London, and that’s a massive 
problem. They’re trying to engage with mothers 
and families, and when they construct a strategy 
document [for a new campaign] I sit there thinking 
this is so UK!” Fuller’s advice is to construct the 
global idea in other cultures, and find the way 
the UK can sit within that. “These global brand 
managers are worrying about China, Brazil, 
Indonesia and Russia, and yet they still use the 
UK as a start point.”

The meaning of modern
The marketing industry has for a long time 
spoken to mothers using a series of amplified 
challenges. Fuller: “If you’re a modern mother, 
you’re very busy. You don’t have any time, you’re 
hassled. That was a way of saying modern. Then 
as a brand you provide products that fit into that 
model. Quick, convenient and easy to use”.

Echoing my comment at the start of our 
interview, the image of the modern woman 
attempting to juggle different demands on her time 
has been used by many brands, and according 
to Fuller this goes to the heart of the problem. 
“Juggling in the sense that you’re about to drop 
something is really unhelpful territory. You don’t 
have time to be spontaneous, you become a 
mechanical part of your own home.”

The mother as a put-upon individual in the 
household now manifests itself in two marketing 
trends: The amplification of challenges encountered 
by mothers, and the counter-need for mothers 
to escape from these challenges and their 
own families. “Mothers apparently need ‘me-
time’ because they’re so busy” says Fuller. She 
discusses a TV spot from DIY store B&Q which 
shows a woman hiding all traces of her children 
and family and shutting herself in the bathroom. 
The inference being that the only quality time 

afforded to a mother is the chance to forget about 
her own family for a while. “The idea that quality 
time is an absence of kids is outdated. I don’t 
think that builds an emotional connection with 
people now. Mothers are increasingly saying they 
want their value recognised. We want a bit more 
celebration of being a mother, and important part of 
our identity is our children and in our household the 
signs of children are rewarding.”

Making the connection
If brands want to connect with mothers, they need 
to help put life back into the home. In a world 
of amplification of challenge, the home is just a 
collection of logistical problems. Brands need to 
position themselves in a way that mothers choose 
them because of the home they help create. 

This gives rise to idea of ‘mother as hub 
guardian’. “Look at the importance of women and 
mothers in categories like technology and gaming” 
urges Fuller. “Look at what Nintendo Wii did – that 
was brilliant. You had the Sony Playstation which 
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was struggling to become part of the family and 
get into the living room. Nintendo came along 
and overcame those barriers, bringing the family 
together. It acknowledged a mother’s fear about 
children stuck in their rooms and positioned the 
Wii as a tool for social interaction and the quality 
of family life. Mothers really care about the quality 
of family relationships, so Nintendo’s branding 
became about family relationships.”

Less aspiration, more cooperation
In this role of hub guardian, mothers make 
purchase decisions based on the role a piece of 
technology plays in the home and the enhancement 
of the family space. Fuller singles out Samsung for 
praise in this respect.

It becomes obvious that a number of corporate 
brands not just the FMCG giants, need to address 
their approach to women and young mothers, 
although P&G’s latest work in the UK finally sees 
the brand owner attempting to engage mothers 
on the level of team player. 

P&G’s Proud sponsor of mums campaign 
demonstrates just how far the brand has come 
in terms of recognising mothers. Twenty years 
ago it spoke to the perfect housewife who strove 
tirelessly to create the pristine home, kitchen or 
bathroom. Nanette Newman extolled the virtues 
of washing “this many dishes” in Fairy Liquid 
and any woman could create the perfect home 
and family if she chose P&G products. In Proud 
sponsor, P&G is very much the partner – a silent 
team player in a household, ready to assist 
mum whenever needs it. 

Artistry, not mechanics
Fuller singles out Sony as a brand that is still failing 
to connect: “It’s corporate identidy is quite cold. 
It’s wise, innovative, technical, but not engaging or 
embracing. It doesn’t feel like Sony understands 
contemporary living – you buy their products, but 
you almost have to make your surroundings fit the 
technology afterwards.” 

Despite this, there are a pleasing number of 
examples where brands manage to get it right. One 
of the most noted examples of a brand celebrating 
the role of mothers comes from the John Lewis 
Always a Woman campaign. The famous TV spot 
gathered critical acclaim from inside and outside 
the industry. Even Kentucky Fried Chicken, a brand 
not often lauded for its marketing tactics produced 
a piece of TV creative that celebrated spontaneous, 
even slightly ramshackle social gatherings around 
food, something unthinkable to the perfection-

seeking housewife of the 1980s. “The notion that 
you’re inviting in the people that mean something to 
you, a sense of coming together and improvising, 
really positive spirit” says Fuller, “a mother would 
love to feel like they had made that happen. 
Modern motherhood should be about artistry, not 
mechanics.”

Kirsty Fuller is CEO and founder planner at 
Flamingo.www.flamingo-international.com

From top: 
Still from 1980s Fairy Liquid TVC with Nanette 
Newman | The Rednapp family in one of a series of adverts 
for Nintendo Wii | A scene from the critically lauded John 
Lewis Always a woman campaign.
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what beanz meanz to 
australian mums
Heinz in Australia wanted to re-engage with consumers using the brand’s famous 
‘beanz meanz’ tagline. Being such a ubiquitous product in kitchen cupboards across the 
country, it was important for Heinz to boost its emotional connection with consumers, 
and maintain its place in the national consciousness as leading family brand.

The campaign idea, ‘What do Heinz Beanz mean to you?’ invited Australian mums to 
create their own tagline of the product to appear on the famous black and blue label. 
Visitors to wwww.beanzmeanz.com.au could write their message directly onto a can of 
Heinz Beanz, and submit it to a gallery for voting. The most popular labels will be used 
on a limited edition run of cans sold in Australian supermarkets nationwide later in 2011. 
Creators of the winning labels can win a cash prize from a AUS$100,00 prize fund.
The site also carries local celebrity Beanz fans Shelley Craft and Tom Williams, sharing 
their love of baked beans and their favourite recipes. 

Something for the kids
Beanz devotees can also create their own ‘facebean’ character, which can be used as 
profile icon on Facebook, Twitter or Skype. Much of the site is aimed at mothers, with 
the fun elements like the facebean tool presented as a game to be shared with children. 
Recipe cards are available for download, and the nutritional information is presented as a 
series of ‘nourishing facts’, with the emphasis on refuelling active kids.

The theme of active children is also present in the TV executions for the campaign, 
which also features print, retail, outdoor and PR activity aimed at mums. •

Brand:

Heinz baked beans

Category:

Food

Country:

Australia

Launch date:

May 2011

Agencies:

BD Network

Mitchell & Partners
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DIY FLASHCARDS AID MOTHER 
AND CHILD LEARNING
It is a universal truth that mothers are preoccupied with their child’s welfare and nutrition 
that develops the brain. The omega group of fatty acids like DHA and AA are considered 
a vital nutrient, important for infant brain and nervous system development. Wyeth 
wanted to promote the message that the right balance of DHA and AA was an essential 
ingredient in a child’s development.

Mothers are highly involved in the early stages of their children’s learning process. They 
are constantly on the lookout for the best educational tools and information. Armed with 
this insight, Wyeth’s strategy dubbed ‘Walk the Talk’ aimed to demonstrate the brand’s 
commitment in promoting children’s development. Wyeth hoped to provide mothers with 
more opportunities to get actively involved in their child’s learning process.

A shared learning experience
Wyeth created a customisable flashcard app that helped mother and child enjoy learning 
together. Using the app, mothers could create learning materials from their immediate 
environment, using objects that were already familiar to their children. So a mother a 
couple take a picture of a book, type in the words ‘story book,’ and record her voice 
pronouncing the words. 

The app helped demonstrate the benefits of a diet rich in AA and DHA nutrients and 
engaged mothers and children in a personalised their experience.

The DIY flashcard app could be downloaded from Apple App Store, as well as from 
the two leading online parenting forums in Hong Kong. The app also came with ready-
made flashcards with recorded human voice pronunciation.•

Brand:

Wyeth Gold

Category:

Baby & childcare

Country:

China

Date:

July - September 2010

Agencies:

OMD

Yahoo!

NMC Interactive Ltd

Headline results

h 6,200 downloads in first month, 

which translates to one in 10 

mothers owning the app

h Local brand share of Wyeth Gold 

jumped from 18% (in 2009) to

24% post campaign.

h Shortlisted in the ‘Best Use 

of Mobile’ category at the 2011 

Festival of Media Awards
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LOVE YOUR HEART
Becel recognised that strokes and heart disease 
were particular health issues with Canadian women 
over 40, and that women in this demographic were 
influential voices in their social and family networks. 

Using the knowledge that female celebrities are 
influential to other women, the “do one small thing to 
love your heart” message was created and brought 
to life with a concert, featuring recording artists such 
as Diana Krall, Deborah Cox and Isabelle Boulay. 
The concert was broadcast live to cinemas across 
the country, with tickets available from Becel.

The concert was extremely popular, with 85,000 
ticket registrations. Becel sales also experienced a 
17% sales growth during “Heart Month”. •

Brand:

Becel

Category:

Food 

Country:

Canada

Launch date:

September 2009

Agencies:

PHD

bAbY fRiEndLY cinEmA
Johnson and Johnson wanted to drive usage 
occasions beyond the customary pre-bathing 
regime. A specially-written movie for Johnson’s 
Baby Oil was screened in purpose built cinemas in
urban locations - the pop-up cinemas included 
crèche facilities, enabling mothers to experience the 
movies in their own communities. The screenings 
were promoted with trailers on TV, announcements 
using community banners and door-to-door 
invitations to mothers.Vehicles took mothers to
the screenings, and their kids were looked after 
with games and gifts in the crèche areas. 
There was a 26% sales increase, and frequency of 
regular usage was up to 52% from 21% •

Brand:

Johnson & Johnson Baby Oil 

Category:

Baby and child care

Region: 

Asia Pacific

Date:

July - September 2008

Agencies:

Universal McCann

mOTHER & dAUgHTER sLEEpOVER
Many girls develop low self-esteem from hang-ups 
about their looks and it stops them reaching their 
full potential. The Dove self-esteem fund wanted 
to fight this and deliver a positive experience for 
mothers and daughters. Dove’s solution was to get 
both mums and daughters excited about doing 
something positive together, encouraging mothers 
to make the sleepover a positive experience for 
their daughters. Dove offered mums tips on hosting 
a sleepover with music downloads, photo albums 
and live to air texting for daughters.

The promotion included a five network takeover
with commercial breaks replaced with segments 
that linked live to real sleepovers. •

Brand:

Dove

 Category:

Beauty

Country:

Canada

Date:

March - June 2008

Agencies:

PHD
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the importance of family

T-Mobile wanted to create an emotional, memorable unscripted family moment that 
could be shared with the entire nation. Not only did it need to feel real, it needed to 
be real. T-Mobile decided to bring in a real family, and get them to help create a family 
moment. The brand knew from research that mothers were not just the backbone of 
families, they were also key in making decisions about family mobile purchases. Although 
T-Mobile wanted the whole family involved, the brand especially wanted to focus on the 
role of the mother in the family unit. 

The media strategy involved a two-thronged approach: an introduction to the family 
and their quest for a special family moment, and then the actual family moment itself. 

The surprise strategy
OOH delivered the straightforward proposition, digital followed the family preparations 
interactively. To reach people more emotionally, a cinema-commercial and a women’s’ 
magazine flight were added to the strategy.

A real family from Burgundy Brabant (South Holland) used the T-Mobile Family 
package to call and text each other. Their goal was to organise a surprise party for their 
beloved grandmother. The Manders family planned to have grandma’s favourite singer 
Guss Meeuwis sing Happy Birthday to Grandma Manders at Meeuwis’ concert planned 
around the World Cup. Each family member was included in the communication, 
including Grandfather Manders, their children and spouses, and the grandchildren. 
The grandmother herself was even involved in the TV commercial, under the guise that 
a documentary was being filmed about the grandfather’s carrier pigeon hobby. The 
campaign reached its climax when Guus Meeuwis interrupted his stadium concert to 
give Grandma Manders a call from his mobile. Guus and 35,000 enthusiastic fans joined 
the family to sing ‘Happy Birthday’ for her.

T-Mobile further arranged to link the media-insertions to important and LIFS moments 
within the schedule; like Mothers Day in print, and showing the 2nd TVC at Dutch WC 
football game. •

Brand:

T-Mobile

Category:

Telecoms

Country:

Netherlands

Launch date:

May - June 2010

Agencies:

MediaCom

Saatchi & Saatchi

Headline results

h The campaign resulted in 45,000 

new subscriptions in 10 weeks: 

200% abovetarget

h The campaign resulted in a 54% 

increase in awareness of the Family 

package product.

h Shortlisted in the ‘Media 

Effectiveness Award: Sales’ 

category at the 2011 Festival of 

Media Awards
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orthodox mums
Mothers in the Orthodox Jewish community 
regarded the Pampers brand as ‘foreign’ and 
‘secular’. Orthodox families are difficult to reach 
due to restrictions on TV and internet usage. 
On top of this, the sector also had limitations on 
communicating specific topics with the target group 
relating to pregnancy and births even in the limited 
existing media. As a result, these mothers suffered 
from a lack of information. The new campaign 
included the launch of a weekly radio baby care 
show featuring experts and a call-in service giving 
Orthodox mothers a forum to ask questions and 
share experiences. Shares in the key Orthodox 
Supermarket chains grew from 2% to 25%. •

Brand:

Pampers

Category:

Baby & child care 

Country:

Israel

Launch date:

January 2010

Agencies:

MediaCom

lick, twist, dunk
Oreo launched a family competition that 
encourages parents, children, grandparents and 
grandchildren to come together and twist
an Oreo, lick off all the creme, show it to an 
opponent, dunk the biscuit, eat the Oreo and drink 
all the milk; the first one to finish the ritual wins 
the race. The integrated campaign focuses on the 
interactive platform at oreolickrace.co.uk, where 
Lick Race participants can upload their races and 
challenge others. People can also vote for their 
favourite videos. Those with the most votes will 
compete in a live final in August, with the top prize 
being a VIP family trip to Florida. Daily and weekly 
prizes are also up for grabs. •

Brand:

Oreo

 Category:

Food

Country: 

UK

Date:

May - August 2011

Agencies:

Draftfcb

PHD

the perfect sandwich
Statistics revealed that the humble sandwich was 
making a comeback in the difficult economic 
climate. Given that Hellmann’s mayonnaise was 
already a very familiar product to consumers, the 
challenge lie in presenting them with new ways in 
which to use it. 

Mothers, aged 35-45 were targeted, as they 
often controlled the domestic budget, and 
would be responsible for making snacks and 
pack lunches - for which sandwiches are the 
perfect idea. Enlisting the help of TV chef Bobby 
Flay, Hellmann’s created the “perfect sandwich” 
campaign, a series of branded infomercials 
aimed to provide the ultimate sandwhich-making 
education. •

Brand:

Hellman’s

 Category:

Food

Country:

US

Date:

May - August 2009

Agencies:

Mindshare
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